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1. Introduction. The object of this paper is a study of the equicontinuous

w* (e-w*) topology, a generalization of the bounded-weak-* topology [l;

22; 5] for the adjoint of a real or complex l.t.s. (linear topological space),

together with an examination of weak compactness and of two properties

for l.t.s.'s (full and pseudo-completeness) which are closely related to com-

pleteness and are most naturally stated in terms of the e-w* topology. It is

shown here that if (X, 15) is an l.t.s. and if 15c denotes the locally convex

topology for X having a local base (base for neighborhoods of 0) consisting

of all convex 15 neighborhoods of 0, then (X, T5C) is complete if and only' if

(X, 13) is pseudo-complete. In addition, although pseudo-completeness is

weaker than full completeness in arbitrary l.t.s.'s, it is shown that when

(X, 15) is pseudo-metrisable full completeness and pseudo-completeness for

(X, T5) coincide, both being equivalent to the requirement that (X, 13c) be

complete. These results on pseudo-completeness and full completeness repre-

sent the author's attempt to name and study more thoroughly two properties

for l.t.s.'s which have appeared frequently in the literature (e.g., see [3, pp.

131-132], [1, Theorem 1.4], [19, Theorem 5], [15, Theorem 8.10]).
The main problem concerning the e-w* topology and related topologies

which concerns us in this paper is the following: if X is an l.t.s., when is it

true that the following three topologies for the adjoint space X* oi continuous

linear functionals coincide: the finest topology (distinguish between topology

and l.t.s. topology!) coinciding with the w* (=weak-*) topology on each

equicontinuous subset of X*, the finest locally convex l.t.s. topology coincid-

ing with w* on equicontinuous sets, and the finest uniform convergence topol-

ogy (defined by the polars in X* of certain subsets of X) coinciding with w*

on equicontinuous sets? A sufficient condition that these three topologies

coincide is that X he pseudo-metrisable. Additional results concerning these

and related topologies are given in Part 2, and corollaries of these results are

drawn which duplicate or generalize previous work of Dieudonne and

Schwartz [6, p. 35 and Theorem 5], Krein and Smulian [19, Theorems 5 and

6], Alaoglu [l, Theorem 1.4], and KatStov [15, Theorem 8.10].
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One of our main results is the theorem that when X is an l.t.s. (neither

local convexity nor separation is assumed) and X with the Mackey topology

([20] and [6]) is pseudo-complete, then in X all of the various weak com-

pactness notions (excluding weak sequential compactness) coincide. Included

among these equivalences are several types of weak compactness (in particu-

lar, a notion studied in [26; 27]) not considered in the later papers on weak

compactness, and our work includes work by Smulian [26; 27], Phillips

[23], Eberlein [8], Dieudonne and Schwartz [6], and by Grothendieck [ll].

Definitions and notation. Throughout this paper we shall be concerned

with real linear topological spaces X, although our results can be obtained for

complex spaces by replacing in the proofs of the various theorems the word

"symmetric" by "circled" (if X is an l.t.s. over a normed field of scalars,

4 CX is symmetric [circled] if xG4 implies —xG4 [if axEA for every xG4

and every scalar a such that \a\ ^ 1 ]). The neutral element of X will always

be denoted by 0. A topology 13 for a linear space X is called linear if addition

and scalar multiplication are both continuous functions on the appropriate

product spaces into X. A base for neighborhoods of 0 is always called a local

base, and X is pseudo-metrisable if X has a countable local base. The notation

{x:—(proposition about x)—} is, by definition, the set of all points x such

that the proposition about x is correct. Finally, for EEX and FEX*, £°

and Fo denote respectively the polar of £ in X* and F in X.

When X is an l.t.s. the e-w* topology for X* is defined as the finest (not

necessarily linear) topology which coincides with the w* topology on equi-

continuous sets, and X is pseudo-complete [fully complete] if the e-w* and

w* closures for maximal proper [arbitrary] linear subspaces of X* Coincide.

Our results can be divided roughly into three parts: Part 1 gives some

preliminary facts concerning the e-w* topology and pseudo-completeness

but is devoted primarily to weak compactness; Part 2 contains a discussion of

a general method of defining topologies in l.t.s.'s, with special emphasis on

the e-w* topology; the final Part 3 discusses fully complete spaces.

Part 1. Pseudo-completeness and weak compactness

2. Preliminaries. For purposes of reference we shall list at the outset

those compactness conditions (and their definitions) with which we shall be

concerned throughout Part 1. All of the types of compactness listed here with

the exception of (7) and (8) below can be stated in more general context than

that of the weak topology of an l.t.s., of course, but we restrict ourselves to

these except for a few remarks following these listings.

Consider then, these conditions on a subset M of an l.t.s. X: (1) the weak

closure of M is weakly compact ( = bicompact); (2) the weak closure of M is

weakly Frichet compact (every infinite subset of J17 has a weak accumulation

point in M); (3) the weak closure of M is weakly cluster point compact (every

sequence in M has a weak cluster point in M, where xEX is a weak cluster
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point of the sequence {x„} if given any weak neighborhood G of x and any

integer k there is an integer n>k such that xnEG); (4) M is weakly FrSchet

compact in X (every infinite subset of M has a weak accumulation point

somewhere in X); (5) M is weakly cluster point compact in X (every sequence

in M has a weak cluster point in X); (6) M is weakly semi-cluster point com-

pact in X (every sequence in M has a weak semi-cluster point in X, where

xEX is a weak semi-cluster point of {x„} if given any weak subbasis neighbor-

hood G of x and any integer k there is an integer n>k such that xnEG);

(7) given any sequence {x„} in M there'exists a point x in X such that

fEX* implies there is a subsequence [xni} of {xn} such that {/(xni)} con-

verges to f(x); (8) M is mean compact (given any sequence {x„} in M there

is a point x in X such that fEX* implies limn inf/(xn) ^/(x) ^ lim„ sup/(x„));

and (9) M is weakly sequentially compact in X (every sequence chosen from

M has a subsequence converging weakly to some point of X).

Some of the relationships between the above conditions are quite obvious.

For example, when X is an arbitrary topological space and the modifiers

"weak" and "weakly" are replaced by "15," where 15 is the topology of X, it is

clear that (l)->(2)<-»(3)->(4)-*(5)->(6) and (9)-*(4) (a more detailed dis-

cussion of some of these relationships under general topological conditions

can be found in [ll]). In addition, when X is an l.t.s. and 15 is the weak

topology of X (i.e., the situation in (1) through (9) above; this case concerns

us henceforth) it is easily seen that (6) and (7) are equivalent, both implying

(8). The remainder of the implications above are not quite so obvious. In 1938

Smulian [26] proved that (8) and (9) were equivalent for X a Banach space

and several years later he showed [27, Theorem 5] that, also for Banach

spaces, (4), (8), and (9) were equivalent. Phillips repeated the first Smulian

result somewhat later [23, Theorem 1.6], using different methods. Eberlein

made more progress in [8, p. 53] by showing the equivalence of (1) and (4)

for Banach spaces. In their 1950 paper [6, pp. 88-89] Dieudonne and

Schwartz proved that (1), (4), and (9) were the same in F and LF spaces.

The final result to date is found in Grothendieck's work [ll, p. 177] where it

is shown that (1) and (5) coincide in complete (actually complete only with

respect to the Mackey topology) locally convex Hausdorff spaces. Concern-

ing the latter theorem, we should remark that our main compactness theorem

(Corollary 3.3) and Grothendieck's theorem lean heavily on rephrasings of a

lemma due to Eberlein [8, p. 52].

The principal purpose of Part 1 is to present a result (Corollary 3.3)

which gives a sufficient condition on any l.t.s. that conditions (1) through (8)

be equivalent. So far as we know this result includes all previous work on

this subject. The derivation we give here is considerably more direct than that

of Grothendieck although not as informative from a general topological

standpoint.

For this theorem we shall need the notion of the e-w* topology, which has
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been discussed for Banach spaces by Alaoglu [l, Theorem 1.4], Munroe

[22], and Dieudonne1 [5]; and for F spaces by Dieudonne and Schwartz

[6, p. 84].
3,. The e-w* topology and pseudo-completeness. Recall that when X is

an l.t.s., the e-w* topology is defined as the finest topology for the adjoint

X* which coincides with the w* topology pn each equicontinuous set. This

topology can be described more explicitly by either of the following descrip-

tions of its open sets or its closed sets: HEX* is e-w* open [e-w* closed] if

and only if, for each equicontinuous set S in X*, HC\S is open [closed] in

the relative w* topology of S. If we denote by S(X) the family of all w*

closed, convex, symmetric and equicontinuous subsets of X* (or, equiva-

lently, the collection of all polars in X* of neighborhoods of 0 in X) another

less obvious description is the following: 77 is e-w* open [F is e-w* closed] if

and only if H(~\S is open in the relative w* topology of 5[FH5 is w* com-

pact], for every SES(X). It is clear that if 77is e-w* open then this openness

condition holds, since each SES(X) is equicontinuous. Conversely, suppose

H(~\S is open in the w* relative topology of S, for every SES(X). Then, if

A EX* is equicontinuous, there exists an SES(X) such that 4C«S; hence

HC\A =Hr\Ar\S=HC\Sr\A. By hypothesis, there exists aw* open set G

such that Hr\S = GC\S; therefore HC\A =HC\Sr\A =Gr\SC\A =GC\A, the
latter since 4 ES. Thus, i7is e-w* open. The dual statement follows as easily:

if F is e-w* closed, then SES(X) implies FC\S is closed in the w* relative of

5. But S is w* compact; hehce FC\S is w* compact. Conversely, if FC\S is w*

compact for every SES(X), fix ACX* equicontinuous. As before, ACS for

some SES(X) and therefore FC\A =Fr\Ar^S = F(~\Sr\A. Since FHS is w*
compact (hence w* closed), there exists w* closed C such that Fr\S=Cr\S.

But then FC\A = CC\SC\A = CC\A, and FC\A is closed in the w* relative
topology of 4.

Recall that the l.t.s. X is pseudo-complete if the w* and e-w* closures for

maximal proper linear subspaces of X* coincide. An entirely equivalent

formulation is given by the following statement: every (nonzero) linear func-

tional (real valued, additive, and homogeneous function) on X* whose null

space is e-w* closed also has its null space w* closed. The relationship be-

tween pseudo-completeness and completeness (the latter is used in the sense

that every cauchy net [16] (or filter) converges to some point of X) is dis-

cussed in Theorems 1 and 2, and in more detail in Part 3.

Lemma 1. Let X be an l.t.s. and K be a convex subset of X. If f is a linear

functional on X and iff_1(b)r\K is closed in the relative topology of Kfor every

real number b, thenf is continuous on K (the restriction of f to K is continuous

in the relative topology of K).

Proof. If/ were not continuous on K there would exist a net {xa:aEA }

in K converging to a point x of K such that \f(xa) :aEA } does not converge
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to/(x). We may extract from {xa:aEA } either a subnet {xb:bEB} such that

f(xb)—f(x)>(, all bEB, or a subnet {xc\cEC} such that f(xc) — f(x) < — e,

all cEC, where e>0. We can thus assume that f(xa) — f(x)>e, all aEA. Let

{ya'-aEA } be a net constructed from {xa:aG-4} by choosing each ya to be

a suitable point on the line segment joining xa and x and/(y„) to be, for all

aG-4, a constant b different from f(x). Then {y„:aG^4 } converges to x, hence

xEf~x(b)C\K. But then f(x) =b, a contradiction.

Lemma 2. If X is an l.t.s. and 0 is a linear functional on X*, these are

equivalent for 0: (1)0 is w* continuous on each SES(X); (2) 0 is e-w* contin-

uous; and (3) K$, the null space of <p, is e-w* closed.

Proof. If 0 is w* continuous on each SES(X), then G open in the reals

implies 4>~1(G)r\S is open in the w* relative topology of S, for every

SES(X), and thus 0_1(G) is e-w* open. Thus (1) implies (2). To complete

the lemma we prove only that (3) implies (1) since (2) obviously implies (3).

To show the continuity of 0 on each SES(X) it is sufficient by Lemma 1 to

show that <h~l(b)r\S is w* closed in 5 for every real b. Note that 0-1(&)P\S

= [K^Oi(S—fo)]+fo, for any foE<P~l(b), and since K+ is e-w* closed and

S—fo is equicontinuous, we have K^C\(S—fo) is w* closed in S—fo. But then,

by the continuity properties of the w* topology, [K^,r^(S—fo)]+fo is w*

closed in 5. This completes the proof.

If (X*, e-w*)* is used to denote the adjoint space of e-w* continuous linear

functionals on X*, Lemma 2 can be used to establish a result concerning

pseudo-completeness which helps clarify the relationship (later stated ex-

plicitly in Theorem 2) between pseudo-completeness and completeness for X.

Clearly X is pseudo-complete if every linear functional 0 on X* whose null

space Kt is e-w* closed also has K^, w* closed. By Lemma 2, then, X is

pseudo-complete if and only if (X*, e-w*)* = (X*, w*)*. Since each w* con-

tinuous linear functional 0 is defined, for some xEX, by the equation

0(f) =/(x), all fEX*, we can, by using the suggestive notation <pEX, state

the following:

Theorem 1. An l.t.s. X is pseudo-complete if and only if (X*, e-w*)*EX.

So far, at least, little connection has been supplied between completeness

and pseudo-completeness. Indeed, small motivation has been provided for a

study of pseudo-completeness. The author first became really interested in

it in connection with work on weak compactness and here the concept is use-

ful, as shall be seen in our Corollary 3.3. Aside from this, the rather curious

property (see [l, Theorem 1.4], [19, Theorem 5], and [15, Theorem 8.10])

that a linear subspace L of the adjoint of a Banach space X is w* closed if

and only if Lf^S is w* closed, where 5 is the closed unit sphere of X*,

provides one with the natural question: for what kind of l.t.s. X can a gen-

eralization of this theorem be stated and proved? A study of the e-w* topol-
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ogy (here normed sphere is replaced by equicontinuous subset) provides

background for a generalization, and a more detailed investigation is made

of this question in Part 3. We give a partial answer in the next theorem as

well as a characterization of pseudo-completeness which connects it with

completeness. For this theorem (and for later work) we need the following

lemma. Recall that if (X, 15) is an l.t.s., 15c is used to denote the topology

for X whose local base consists of all convex 13 neighborhoods of 0. It is

easily seen that 13,; is coarser than 13 and that a set S of linear functionals

on X is an equicontinuous family with respect to 15 if and only if the convex

set {x: \f(x)\ ^1 for all / in S} is a 13c neighborhood of 0. These remarks

suffice to prove

Lemma 3. If (X, 15) is an l.t.s., then (X, T5)* = (X, 15c)* and the subsets

of (X, 15)* which are equicontinuous with respect to 15 and 15c coincide.

Theorem 2. If (X, 15) is an l.t.s., then (X, 15) is pseudo-complete if and

only if (X, 15c) is complete.

Proof. Suppose first that (X, 15) is pseudo-complete and let {x0:aG4J

be a 13c cauchy net. Note that X* and S(X) may be referred to without

ambiguity by Lemma 3. Then {x0:aG4} converges pointwise on X* to a

linear functional 0 and converges uniformly to 0 on each SES(X). It is

then clear by Lemma 1 that 0G(A7'*, e-w*)* and thus there is by Theorem 1

an xEX such that 0(f) =/(x), for all fEX*. To show {xB:aG4 } converges

to x with respect to 15c let V be a 15c neighborhood of 0. Since 15c is locally

convex and (X, 15c) * = (X, 15) *, we may assume there exists a 13 neighborhood

U of 0 such that (U°)o is contained in V. Since {xtt:aG4 } converges uni-

formly to 0 on each element of S(X) there is bEA such that a^b implies

\f(xa) ~<t>(f)\ £1, for all fEU"; thus |/(x0-x)| £1, all fEU°. Therefore

(x„—x)E(U°)oCV, all a^b, and {x„:aG4} converges to x with respect to

13c.

Conversely, suppose (X, 15c) is complete and let 0 be any e-w* continuous

linear functional on X*. By Lemma 2, 0 is w* continuous on each element

of S(X); it then follows from a result of Grothendieck [12, p. 606] that (since

(X, 13,;) is complete) there is some element x of X such that 0(f) =/(x) holds

for all/G(-X", C5C)*=X*. But then 0 is w* continuous and we have shown

that (X*, e-w*)*CX; hence, by Theorem 1, X is pseudo-complete. This

completes the proof.

4. Weak compactness. Several definitions needed for this section are

found in the following paragraph.

If (X, 13) is an l.t.s., recall that X* (more precisely (X, 15)*) denotes the

adjoint space of (X, 15) consisting of all 15 continuous linear functionals on X.

The cartesian product of X* copies of the real numbers, with the product

topology, is always denoted by Rx*, and the Mackey topology for X is the
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finest locally convex topology for X having (X, 15)* as adjoint (alternatively,

this topology is described as the topology for X of uniform convergence on w*

compact, convex, and symmetric subsets of (X, 15)*). If 0 is a real valued

function on X*, the null space of 0 is denoted by Kt. Finally, the convex

[closed convex] hull oi a subset A oi X is the smallest convex [closed convex]

set containing A, and A-^ denotes the 15 closure of A.

Lemma 4. Let X be an l.t.s., MEX, SEX*, and suppose <pis a point in the

Rx closure of M and fo is a point in (i^AS)-"*. Then there exist sequences

{x„:«=0, 1, 2, • • • } in M and {fm:m = l, 2, • • • } in Ktr\S such that

(a) |0(/o)-/o(xn)|<l/2«, »=0, 1, 2, • • • ; (b) |/m(xn)-/„(x„)| <l/2-1,

O^n^m — l and each mj^l; and (c) |/m(x„)| <l/2n, l^m^n and each »Sil.

Proof. The proof is easily made by alternate appeal to properties (A)

and (B) below and will be omitted:

(A) Since 0 is in the Rx* closure of M, it is a linear functional on X* and

we know that e>0, /i, • • • , fnEX* implies there exists xEM such that

\<p(fi)-fi(x)\<e,i = l,2, • • • ,n.
(B) Since foE^^S)-"* we have that e>0, xu • • • , xnEX implies

there exists fE(Ktr\S) such that |/(x.) — /o(x<)| <e, i = l, 2, • ■ • , n.

Theorem 3. Let (X, 15) be an l.t.s. and suppose Mis a mean compact subset

(see §2) of X. Then if 0 is in the Rx* closure of M and SEX* is equicontinuous

on the weakly closed convex hull of M with respect to its relative 15c topology,

we have (K^S^EK^,.

Proof. Let {x„} and {fm} be the sequences in If and (K^S) respectively

provided by Lemma 4. Since M is mean compact there exists ZoEX such that

limn inf /(x„)^/(zo)glimn sup/(xn), all/ in X* = (X*, 15)*. Let C be the

weakly closed convex hull of the set {xn:« = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • }. Since M is mean

compact, it is clear by the separation theorem [17, p. 466], applied to the

weak topology in X, that z0GC. It then follows from (a) of Lemma 4 that

{/o(x„)} converges to 0(/o) and, since limn inf /o(x„) g/0(zo) ^lim„ sup/0(x„),

that

(*) /.(*>) = 0(/o).

From (c) of Lemma 4 we see that for each m, {/m(x„)} converges to 0

with n, and since limn inf fm(xn) ^/m(zo) ^lim„ sup/m(xn), it follows that

(**) fm(zo) = 0, for all positive integers m.

Finally, from (b), {/m(x„)} converges to/o(x„) for each n=0, 1, 2, • • • .

Sin ce15c is locally con vex, the con vex hullTT of theset {x„:«=0,1,2, • • • }

has its 15c closure coinciding with its closure in the weak topology generated

by 15c. But since (7A7, 15C)* = (X, 15)*, it follows then that the 15c closure of

TT is C. Since the sequence {fm} of linear functionals converges to /0 at each
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x„, it converges to /o at each point of 77. Since H is 15c dense in C and the

sequence {fm} is also equicontinuous on C with respect to the 13c relative

topology, it follows from a standard convergence theorem that {fm} converges

to/o at every point of C, and in particular at Zo. But then (**) shows/o(zo) =0,

and (*) implies 0(fo) =0. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark. The equicontinuity hypothesis in the above theorem is fulfilled

if 5 is equicontinuous on X, since 5 is then equicontinuous on (X, 15c) by

Lemma 3.

Corollary 3.1. Let X be an l.t.s., M be a mean compact subset of X, and

let A denote the Mackey closed convex hull of M. If 0 is in the Rx* closure of M

and SEX* is equicontinuous on A with respect to its relative Mackey topology,

then (K~4,r}S)~u'*CK4,. If S is also w* closed, then K^S is w* closed.

Proof. The proof is clear by the theorem when one recalls that the Mackey

topology is a locally convex topology having X* as adjoint [2].

Corollary 3.2. Let X be an l.t.s., MCX be mean compact, and denote by

B the Rx* closure of M. Then BC(X*, 13)*, where 15 is the finest topology for
X* which coincides with w* on w* compact, convex, and symmetric subsets;

hence if X is pseudo-complete with respect to its Mackey topology we have

BCX.

Proof. Fix <f>EB. By definition of the Mackey topology we have this char-

acterization: a subset of X* is equicontinuous with respect to the Mackey

topology of X if and only if it is a subset of some w* compact, convex, and

symmetric set; hence S(Y), where F= (X, Mackey), is precisely the family

of all w* compact, convex, and symmetric subsets of X*. From Corollary

3.1 it is clear that K^S is w* closed for every SES( Y); i.e., K^ is closed in

the e-w* topology in X* generated by the Mackey topology of X, that is, in

the finest topology 15 for X* that coincides with w* on each SES(Y). From

Lemma 2 it is clear that <f>E(X*, 15)*. If X is pseudo-complete in its,Mackey

topology, then (X*, 15)*CX by Theorem 1, and the proof is completed.

The previous corollaries have led up to the next (and main) result of this

section, our theorem on weak compactness. Here, in Corollary 3.3, we use the

concept pseudo-completeness to connect eight types of compactness.

Remark. If 13 and 13' are two linear topologies for X such that (X, 15)*

= (X, 15') * and 15' is finer than 13c (note that 15' finer than 13 implies this last

condition), then (X, 15) pseudo-complete implies (X, 13') is pseudo-complete.

In fact, if 0 is a linear functional on X* which is w* continuous on each w*

closed, convex, and symmetric set which is equicontinuous with respect to 15',

let 5 be w* closed, convex, symmetric and equicontinuous with respect to 15.

It is then, by Lemma 3, also equicontinuous with respect to 15c; hence also

equicontinuous with respect to 13', since 15<; is coarser than 15'. But then, by

hypothesis, the restriction of 0 to 5 is w* continuous; hence <pEX by Lemma
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2 and Theorem 1, since (X, 15) is pseudo-complete. But then Lemma 2 and

Theorem 1 imply (X, 15') is pseudo-complete.

In particular, this remark is applicable to the case where 15' is the Mackey

topology of X; it is thus clear that X is pseudo-complete with respect to its

Mackey topology (or, equivalently by Theorem 2, complete) whenever X is

pseudo-complete in its given topology.

Corollary 3.3. Let X be an l.t.s., Ma subset of X, and consider these condi-

tions on M (see §2): (1) the weak closure of Mis weakly compact; (2) the weak

closure of Mis weakly Frechet compact; (3) the weak closure of Mis weakly clus-

ter point compact; (4) M is weakly FrSchet compact in X; (5) M is weakly

cluster point compact in X; (6) M is weakly semi-cluster point compact in X;

(7) given any sequence {x„} of points of M there exists a point xEX such that

fEX* implies there is a subsequence {xni} of {xn} such that {/(x„t.)} converges

tof(x); (8) M is mean compact; and (9) M is weakly sequentially compact in X.

Then: (a) when X is complete or pseudo-complete with respect to its Mackey

topology, (1) through (8) are equivalent; (b) there exists a complete locally convex

Hausdorff l.t.s. whose topology is the Mackey topology (hence (1) through (8) are

equivalent by (a)) but none of (1) through (8) implies (9); and (c) X an F or LF

space implies (1) through (9) are equivalent.

Proof, (a) Let MEX be mean compact. We shall prove that the weak clo-

sure of M is weakly compact, hence (see §1) (1) through (8) are equivalent.

The mean compactness of M implies that f(M) is bounded for each fEX*

and f(M) EI/, where 7/ is a closed and bounded interval in the reals. But

then the Rx* closure of M is a subset of the compact set Pfczx*I/ERx*. The

preceding Corollary 3.2 coupled with Theorem 2 shows that the Rx closure

of M is contained in X, hence the weak closure of M is the Rx closure; the

latter being compact in Rx*, it is thus clear that the weak closure of M is

weakly compact.

(b) The example we give was cited by Grothendieck for the same purpose

[ll]. Let X be the product of the reals over the closed unit interval of real

numbers, with the product topology. X is a complete locally convex Haus-

dorff space whose topology is the Mackey topology. Hence, by part (a) of

this theorem, (1) through (8) are equivalent. However, Tychonoff has shown

[28, p. 764] that there exists in X a subset whose closure is compact but which

is not sequentially compact in X. The fact that the topology of X is the weak

topology [14] then concludes part (b).

(c) It was proved in [6, Theorem 3] that the topology of any F or LF

space is the Mackey topology and that these spaces are complete, thus (1)

through (8) are equivalent by (a). The Dieudonne and Schwartz result

[6, pp. 88-89] shows that (1), (4), and (9) are equivalent in such spaces;

hence all nine conditions coincide. This completes the proof.

In concluding this section it might be worthwhile to point out that the
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space X of the preceding part (b) can be used to construct an example show-

ing that weak sequential compactness does not always imply weak compact-

ness (this does not contradict the results of the above corollary, for there we

are concerned with weak sequential compactness in X and with the weak

compactness of the weak closure of M). In fact, X contains a subset which is

weakly sequentially compact but is not weakly closed.

Part 2. Certain topologies in linear topological spaces

5. A general method of definition of topologies. Let S and 15 be collections

of subsets of an arbitrary set X. Then (§ —15) is, by definition, the collection

of all subsets £ of X for which SGS implies there exists 7*G13 such that

Er\s=Tns.
Remark. For any family iA of subsets of X let <v/^denote the collection

of all complements of members of zA. Then (S — 15)"^ = (S —15^).

Theorem 4. (1) If 15 is a topology for X, so also is (S —15) and the latter is,

in fact, the finest topology coarser than 15 on each member ofS ; since 15C(S —15),

clearly (S —15) is the finest topology that coincides with 15 on each element of §.

(2) 7/S' and§ are two collections of subsets of X such that each S'ES' is

contained in some SES, then (S — 15)C(S' —15); in particular, if S' is the

collection of all sets each of which is a subset of some SGSi then (S —15)
= (S'-15).

(3) 7/S, 15, 15' are collections of subsets such that 15C15', then (S —15)

C(S -15').

Corollary 4.1. If Y is an l.t.s. and EEY*, then £ is e-w* open [e-w*

closed] if and only if EC\U° is open [closed] in the relative w* topology of U°

for every neighborhood U of 0 in X.

Proof. In Theorem 4, (2), if one takes S to be the collection of all polars

in Y*=X of neighborhoods of 0 in Y, and S' to be all equicontinuous subsets

of Y*, then the statement regarding openness is clear; the remainder of the

corollary then follows from this and the remark preceding the theorem.

The preceding theorem exhibits (S —15) as the finest topology coinciding

with 15 on each element of S. When the space X is a linear space and 15 is a

semi-linear topology (i.e., for x, yEX and a real, the functions x+y and ax

are each 15 continuous in each variable separately), certain additional in-

formation concerning (S —15) is easily established.

Theorem 5. Let X be a linear space and 15 be a semi-linear topology for X.

Suppose S is a family of subsets of X such that (i) each translate of a member of

S is contained in a member of§ ; (ii) S is closed under nonzero scalar multiplica-

tion; and (iii) given any nonzero xEX there is an e>0 and some SES such

that axES,for all a such that \a\ <e. Under these conditions (S —15) is a semi-

linear topology.
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Proof. The proofs that x+y is (S —13) continuous in each variable sepa-

rately and that ax is (S —15) continuous in x for each a are direct. Similarly,

it is easily shown that ex is (S —15) continuous in a at x = 0; therefore let

xoEX, with xop^O. Since x+y is (S —15) continuous in each variable sepa-

rately, it clearly suffices to show ax0 is continuous at o = 0. By hypothesis,

there exists e>0 and some SES such that if 4 = {ax0: \a\ <e}, then ACS.

Now let £ be any (S —15) neighborhood of 0. There is then some T in 15

such that EC\S = TC\S; hence EC~\AEEr\S = Tr\S, and so Er\A=EC\A
r\Tr\S=Er\Sr\Tr\A = Tr\Sr\Tr\A = TC\Sr\A = Tr\A, the latter since
ACS. But 0G£ and 0x0=0G>5 and thus OGF. Since ax0 is 15 continuous at

a = 0, there exists 5>0 such that \a\ <5 implies axoG7\ Therefore

| a |   < min (5, e)

implies ax0GTC\A; thus ax0G£^4C£ and axo is (S —13) continuous at

o = 0. This completes the proof.

If X is a linear space and 13 a family of sets in X we denote by 15c the fam-

ily of all subsets £ of X such that £ is the union of a collection of convex

elements of 15. When 15 is a topology the sets (X, 15)* and (X, 15")* are, as in

§3, respectively the spaces of 15 and 13c continuous linear functionals. The

following theorem is easily proved and its proof is omitted.

Theorem 6. If 15 is a topology, then 15c is a locally convex topology and is the

finest such topology which is coarser than 15. In addition, the spaces (X, 13)*

and (X, 15") * are identical.

Theorem 7. If 15 is a semi-linear topology then 13" is a linear topology and

therefore (X, 15°) is a locally convex l.t.s. having for a local base all convex and

symmetric 15 neighborhoods of 0; in this case, 15c coincides with 15c.

Proof. The proof that 13c is semi-linear is a direct and obvious one. From

the definition of 15c it is clear that the family of all convex 15 neighborhoods of

0 form a local base for 15c, It then follows from a well known result (e.g., see

[4, p. 57]) that (X, 15") is a locally convex l.t.s. But then, since 15° and 130

have the same local base, these two topologies coincide. Finally, since 13" is a

linear topology, it is clear that the local base for 13" can be assumed to con-

sist of all convex and symmetric 13 neighborhoods of 0.

Theorem 8. Let X be a linear space withS and 15 collections of subsets of X.

Then: (1) if 15 is a locally convex topology, (S —15)c is the finest locally convex

topology which coincides with 13 on each element of S ; (2) if 13 and S satisfy the

hypotheses of Theorem 5, (S — 15)c [ = (S—13)c, by Theorem 7] is a locally

convex and linear topology having a local base consisting of all convex symmetric

sets Wsuch that SES ,0ESimplies WDSC\ V, for some 15 neighborhood VofO;

and (3) if 15 and S satisfy the conditions which the hypotheses of Theorem 5 im-

pose, ifS'ES is a collection of subsets satisfying the conditions on S , and if each
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SGS which contains 0 is contained in some S'GS', f>e have (S —15)„ = (S'—15)c.

Proof. The proof of (1) follows easily from Theorems 4 and 6. To estab-

lish (2) we show first that the family W of sets consisting of all convex sym-

metric sets W such that SGS, OGS implies there exists a 15 neighborhood

V of 0 for which WDSr\ V is a local base for a locally convex linear topology;

and, secondly, that the topology T(W) having W as a local base is coarser

than (S —15) c (note that (§ —15) c is obviously coarser than T(W) by Theo-

rem 7 since each member of the local base for (S —15)e is an element of W).

Now it is easily verified that W is closed under finite intersections and, if

one makes use of (ii) of Theorem 5, that W is also closed under nonzero

scalar multiplication. Since each element W of W is convex and symmetric,

it is sufficient [see 4, p. 57] to prove each W satisfies this condition: given

any nonzero xEX, there is an e>0 such that ax GIF for all scalarsa for which

|a| <e. By Theorem 5, (iii) there is an e'>0 and some SGS such that axES

whenever \a\ <e'; since OGS and WEW, WZ)VT\S for some 15 neighbor-

hood V of 0. But 15 is semi-linear and therefore there is a 5>0 for which

|a| <5 implies axEV. Let e = min (e', 8); then \a\ <e implies axEVT\SEW.

Secondly, we prove T(W) is coarser than (S —15)«. Since T(W) is locally

convex it is sufficient, by Theorem 6 (applied to (S —15)) and by Theorem 4,

(1), to prove T(W) is coarser on each SGS than is 15. Finally, it suffices by

definition of W and by (i) of Theorem 5 to show that if SGS and OGS and

if {x0:oG^4} is a net in S converging to 0 with respect to the 15 relative

topology of S, then [x0:aG-4 } also converges to 0 with respect to the T(W)

relative topology of S. For this purpose, fix WEW; then W~2) VP\S for some

15 neighborhood V of 0, hence there exists bEA such that a^b implies

xaEVr\SEW. This shows that {xa:aEA} converges to 0 for T(W) and

completes the proof of (2).

To prove (3) note that, since S'CS, it is clear by Theorem 4, (2), that

(S -15)C(S'-15); hence (S -15)<.C(S/-13)<.. For the reverse inclusion, let
IF be a member of the local base for (S'~ 15)c, where IF can be assumed to be

convex and symmetric. Then, if SGS and OGS, there exists by hypothesis

an S'GS' for which SCS'; hence WD IFPiS = WW\S' = Wr\S'f\SD V
r\S'HiS, where V is a 15 neighborhood of 0. But since SCS', we have

VnlST\S=Vr\S, and thus IF is a member of the local base for (S -'B)..
It is then clear that (S'-l5)cC(S —15),.

Corollary 8.1. If Y is an l.t.s. and if S and §' denote respectively the

families of all equicontinuous subsets of Y* and of all polars in Y* of neighbor-

hoods of 0 in Y, then (§ -w*)c = (§'-w*)c.

Proof. If we let the X of Theorem 8, (3) be Y* and 15 = w* it is easy to see

that S, S', and 15 satisfy the hypotheses of that theorem.

It should be noted that when S and 15 are collections of subsets of a linear

space X satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5 it is false, in general, that
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(S —15,.) =(S — 15)c, even when 15 is a locally convex linear topology for X

(and therefore 15c = 13). In fact, (S — 13c) is not necessarily a linear topology.

To see this let § be the family of all one-dimensional linear manifolds (i.e.,

translates of one-dimensional linear subspaces) of a linear space X and 15 be a

locally convex linear topology for X which is Hausdorff. Since the 13 relative

topology of each finite-dimensional linear subspace is that of the reals when

15 is Hausdorff and linear [29], it is the same for each 5GS- But then the

topology (S —15) is simply the radial topology (HEX is a radial neighbor-

hood of yEX if and only if x^y implies there exists an e>0 for which

[y-\-L(x)]r\HZ) {y+ox: |a| <«}, where 7,(x) is the linear subspace spanned

by the single point x). However, Klee has shown [17] that the radial topology

is not always linear.

Another example we give here exhibits (S —15) as a linear topology which

is not locally convex; hence (S —15) and (S — 15)c are distinct. More specifi-

cally, let (X, 15) be any pseudo-metrisable l.t.s. which is not locally convex,

and let S be the family of 15 compact subsets of X. Each of S and 13 satisfy

the hypotheses of Theorem 5; hence (S —13) is a semi-linear topology, and

(S —13)c is a locally convex linear topology by Theorem 8, (2). In fact, it is

well known that here (S —15) =15 (this is true when (X, 15) is any topological

space having a countable base at each point [10]). But then (S —15) is a

nonlocally convex and linear topology while (S —15)c is locally convex and

linear.

6. Uniform convergence topologies. Let (X, 15) be an l.t.s., V a local base

for 15, and (/be an admissible family [2] of sets in X (i.e., (^is closed under

finite unions, under nonzero scalar multiplication, and each element of Q is

weakly bounded). When Q is such a family, the topology u.c. Cf is defined as

the locally convex and linear topology for (X, 13)* having a local base con-

sisting of all polars (in (X, 15)*) of elements of Q (see [30; 6]). A set B in X

is Q—15 totally bounded if f/G't'implies there exists G G</such that-BCG-f (7.
The proofs of the next three lemmas are all direct and are omitted. Recall

that for ECX and FCX*, E° and F0 denote respectively the polars of £ in

X* and F in X.

Lemma 5. (1) If Q consists of all finite sets of X, then the (j — 15 totally

bounded sets are simply the 13 totally bounded sets.

(2) The family <B of all £/ —15 totally bounded sets in X is admissible, and

QCB; in particular, when 15 is a locally convex topology for X and Q consists

of all sets bounded with respect to 15, then the Q—15 totally bounded sets coincide

with the 15 bounded sets.

Lemma 6. 7/4, BCX, then 2(A+B)°D(A\JB)°; hence [(4+2J)°]o

C2[(4U7S)°]o.

Lemma 7. 7/4, BCX, then [(4U5)°]oC [(4°)0 + (B0)o]^'.
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Lemma 8. If Q is an admissible family in (X, 15) and B is the family of all
(j — 15 totally bounded sets in X, then the topologies u.c. B and u.c. Q coincide

on each equicontinuous set of X*; hence also on each set of the form U°, where

U is a member of the local base V for 15.

Proof. Since QEB by Lemma 5, it is clear that u.c. C^is coarser than u.c.

B; in particular, it is coarser on each equicontinuous set. To prove that u.c. B

is coarser than u.c. Q on any equicontinuous set £ it is sufficient, since equi-

continuous sets, u.c, (^ open sets, and u.c. B open sets are all invariant under

translation, to consider only £ which contain 0. Thus, if N is a u.c. B neigh-

borhood of 0, we wish to find a u.c. Q neighborhood IF of 0 for which

EC\N~Z)EC\W. But since £ is equicontinuous, we have EEU" for some

UEV. Since EfY/V = U°r\Er\N and £fW= J/0f\ErW, the problem re-
duces to that of finding some IF such that Uar\NZ)UT\W. Now N is a

neighborhood of 0 for u.c. B and therefore NZ)B° for some BEB; since

BEB it then follows from Lemma 6 that Uor\B<>DUor\G0 ior some GEQ-

We then set W=G°, completing the first part of the lemma. Since each set

U° (UEV) is equicontinuous, it follows from the first part that u.c. B and

u.c. Q coincide on U".

Theorem 9. In an l.t.s. (X, 15) with local base V let Q and Q be admissible
families such that u.c. Q is coarser on each U° (UEV) than u.c. Q. Let B be

the family of all Q—15 totally bounded sets in X and suppose Q has the follow-

ing property: (*) UEV implies there exists VEV such that GEQ implies

there is some GiEQ for which [(G°)o + (F°)o]-"CGi+ U. Then QEB and hence

u.c. B is the finest u.c. topology in X* which coincides with u.c. Q on each equi-

continuous subset of X*.

Proof. We show first that, under these hypotheses, QEB; i.e., each

CEQ is Q—15 totally bounded. Let U be any member of V and let VEV
he as in (*). There is then, by hypothesis, a GEQ such that C°DG°r\V°
= (GUF)»; hence CC(C0)0C [(G°)0 + (F0)oH by Lemma 7. But then (*)
implies the latter is a subset of Gi+Z7, for some GiEQ; hence C is Q—'G

totally bounded.

To complete the theorem, let 3C be any admissible family in X for which

u.c. 3C coincides with u.c. Q on each equicontinuous set. Since each U°

(UEV) is equicontinuous and since u.c. 3C coincides with u.c. Q on equi-

continuous sets it is true, in particular, that u.c. 3C is coarser on each U°

than is u.c. Q. It then follows by the first part that 3CC# and therefore u.c. 3C

is coarser than u.c. <B. This completes the proof.

It perhaps should be remarked that our only application of the above

theorem is to (1) and (2) of Theorem 10 which follows.

7. Further properties of e-w*. The purpose which motivates the remain-

der of Part 2 is that of determining, and describing the relationship between,
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the following three (in general distinct) topologies for the adjoint of an l.t.s..

X: the finest u.c. topology, the finest locally convex topology, and the finest

topology, each being finest with respect to the property "each coincides with

the w* topology on equicontinuous subsets of X*" (or, what amounts to

the same thing, each coincides with w* on each element of S(X); see Lemma 8

and Corollaries 8.1 and 4.1). The last topology mentioned above has already

been determined as the topology e-w*; the theorems which follow give addi-

tional information concerning these three topologies. We state first a theorem

(Lemma 9) whose proof is included for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 9. Let Y be an l.t.s. and y be a locally convex linear topology for Y

such that (Y, y)*=Y*, and suppose WC Y is a radial neighborhood of 0 (see

after Corollary 8.1) which is convex symmetric and such that (IF°)o is a y

neighborhood of 0. Then W is a y neighborhood of 0 if and only if each linear

functional on Y which is bounded on W is y continuous.

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove that IF is a y neighborhood of 0

when each linear functional on F which is bounded on IF is y continuous.

Let p be the pseudo-norm determined by W. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem,

for each xEY there is a linear functional/, on F such that/x(«) —p(x) and

sup„£y \fx(y)| £p(y). Since WE{x:p(x) £ 1}, for each xG Y it is true that

sup„£w |/*(y)| £1; hence /* is bounded on IF. But then, by hypothesis,

fxE Y*, and thereforefxEW°. Now if xE(W°)o, we have p(x) =/*(x) £1, and

thus {x:p(x)£l} contains the y neighborhood (IF°)o; it then follows that

p is a y continuous pseudo-norm and (x:p(x) <1} is a y neighborhood of 0.

But then so also is IF, since WD {x:p(x) <1}. This completes the proof.

Theorem 10. Let (X, 13) be an l.t.s., let the topology for X* of uniform

convergence on 15c totally bounded sets be denoted by 15c-u.c.t.b., and lets —S(X).

Then: (1) 15e-u.c.t.b. and (S—w*)e are, respectively, the finest u.c. and finest

locally convex topologies which coincide with w* on each equicontinuous subset

of X*; hence, 15c-u.c.t.b. is coarser than (S —w*)e and (S —w*)c is coarser than

e-w*; (2) each w* closed neighborhood of Of or (S —w*)c is a 15c-u.c.t.b. neighbor-

hood of 0; and (3) in order that (X, 15) be pseudo-complete the following two

conditions are together necessary and sufficient: (i) 15c-u.c.t.b. =(S-w*)c and (ii)

each 15c closed and 13c totally bounded set is 15c compact.

Proof. (1) Note that Theorems 6 and 7 together with Lemma 3 show that

15c is a locally convex linear topology for which (X, rBc)* = (X, 13)* and

S(X, 15C)=S(X, 15). The statements of (1) concerning (S-w*)0 then follow

immediately from Theorem 8, and those concerning 15c-u.c.t.b. are an easy

corollary of Lemma 5, (1) and of Theorem 9 if one takes the 15 of the lemma

to be 13c, the V of Theorem 9 to be a local base for 13c, and Q to be all finite

subsets of X.

(2) Let Q= {No'.N is a convex symmetric w* closed (S-w*)c neighbor-
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hood of 0}; this is an admissible family and, by definition, CEG implies

there exists N a convex symmetric w* closed (S-w*)c neighborhood of 0 such

that C = No. But then C0 = (N0)° = N; hence u.c. Q has the family of all w*

closed convex symmetric (S -w*)« neighborhoods of 0 as a local base and this

is obviously coarser than the local base for (S-w*)c. Since the latter is

coarser on each SGS than is w* = u.c. Q then so also is u.c. Q. Now apply

Theorem 9 to obtain QEB, where here B is the family of all 15c totally

bounded subsets of X; thus N a w* closed convex and symmetric (S-w*)c

neighborhood of 0 implies A^o is 15c totally bounded and therefore N=(No)°

is a 15,,-u.c.t.b. neighborhood of 0.
(3) Suppose first that X is pseudo-complete. Theorem 2 then shows that

(X, 15c) is complete; hence each 15c closed and 15c totally bounded set is 15c

compact and the Mackey-Arens Theorem [2] implies that (X*, 15,,-u.c.t.b.)*

= (X*, w*)*. Now let IF be any (S-w*)c neighborhood of 0 (where IF can be

taken convex and symmetric); Part (2) of this theorem then implies that

(IFo)° is a 15,,-u.c.t.b. neighborhood of 0. If 0 is a linear functional on Ar*

such that 0(IF) is bounded, then <pE(X*, (S-w*)e)*, where the latter space is

(X*, e-w*)* by Theorems 7 and 6. But X is, by hypothesis, pseudo-complete,

and therefore 0 is w* continuous by Theorem 1; hence, 0 is 15,,-u.c.t.b. con-

tinuous. Lemma 9 then applies to show IF is a 15,,-u.c.t.b. neighborhood of 0.

To prove the converse of (3) it clearly suffices by Theorems 1, 7, and 6 to

show that each (S-w*)c continuous linear functional is w* continuous. But

this is clear by the hypotheses and by the Mackey-Arens Theorem [2]. This

completes the proof.

Remark. G. T. Roberts has recently established in [25] the fact that

15c-u.c.t.b. is the finest u.c. topology coinciding with w* on equicontinuous

sets, but in a considerably less direct fashion. He is concerned there only

with the finest u.c. topology and does not touch upon the remainder of our

theorem.

The following two examples show that, in general, each of the first two

topologies of 15c-u.c.t.b., (S-w*)<„ and e-w* is properly coarser than the suc-

ceeding topology (each is coarser by the above theorem).

First, let the space X in the above theorem be the adjoint £* of an

infinite-dimensional Banach space £, supplied with the w* topology of £*.

Since this topology is locally convex, the topology 15,, is simply w* itself.

Further, it is clear that X* =£ and the topology 15c-u.c.t.b. is simply the norm

topology of £. In £* each w* bounded set is equicontinuous on £ [3]; hence

each 15c closed and totally bounded set is 15c compact. It then follows from

Theorem 10 that if the finest u.c. and finest locally convex topologies coincide

(each finest with respect to the property that each coincides with w* on equi-

continuous subsets of X*), X is pseudo-complete. However, it is well known

that here X is not complete and therefore is not pseudo-complete.

A modification of the above example is used now to show that (S -w*)0 is,
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in general, properly coarser than e-w*. Let £ be the space of the previous

example and let 15c be the finest locally convex linear topology for £. Kaplan

has shown [14] that the space X = (E, 15c) is a complete l.t.s. and it is also

known (e.g., see [14]) that every linear functional on X is continuous. Thus,

the adjoint space X* is simply the space of all linear functionals on £ while,

as is well known, the adjoint space £* ( = all norm continuous linear func-

tionals on £) is dense in X* with respect to the w* topology of X*. However,

as was noticed in the previous example, £* is a proper linear subspace of X*;

hence, £* is not w* closed in X*. Now if SES(X), there exists some convex

radial neighborhood of 0 UEX such that 5 is the polar (in X*) of U. The

polar U° of U in £* is then w* bounded in £*, hence is equicontinuous on £

(the latter since £ is a Banach space [3]). But then E*r\S = E*r\U°=U°,

and the latter is a w* compact subset of £*; hence is a w* closed subset of X*.

Thus, £* is an e-w* closed linear subspace of X* which is not w* closed. Since

the space (X*, 15c-u.c.t.b.)* is X and £* is a convex subset of X* it is then

clear by the Mackey-Arens theorem [2] that £* cannot be 15c-u.c.t.b. closed.

However, Theorem 10 implies that 15c-u.c.t.b. =(S-w*)c, and thus £* is

e-w* closed but not (S-w*)c closed; hence (S-w*)c is properly coarser than

e-w*.

The results of these two examples are summarized in the following

Theorem 11. Let X be an l.t.s. Then each of these topologies for X* is, in

general, properly coarser than the succeeding topology: the finest u.c, the finest

locally convex, and the finest, where each is finest with respect to the property

"each coincides with w* on each equicontinuous subset of X*."

The remainder of this section is given over to determining a sufficient

condition that these three topologies shall coincide. We should remark that

the first statement of the following theorem is an extension and clarification

of a result already known for F spaces [6, Theorem 5]. We utilize a lemma

which, except for minor modifications in statement and proof, was proved in

the paper quoted above. The proof is omitted.

Lemma 10. Let X be a pseudo-metrisable l.t.s., let W be an open e-w*

neighborhood of 0 in X*, and suppose { Un} is a monotone decreasing sequence

of neighborhoods forming a local base for X. Then there exists a finite set AxE Ux

and, for every w^l, there exists a finite set BnEUn such that, if 4n+i=4„W5„,

then (AnYr\(UnYCW.

Theorem 12. Let (X, 15) be a pseudo-metrisable l.t.s. and denote by u.c.t.b.

the topology for (X, 15) * of uniform convergence on all 15 totally bounded subsets

of X. Then, the topologies u.c.t.b. and e-w* coincide; hence these three topologies

coincide: the finest u.c. topology, the finest locally convex topology, and the finest

topology, each being finest with respect to coinciding with w* on each equicon-

tinuous set of (X, 15)*.
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Proof. Note that, since 15c (15c as in §1) is coarser than 15, each 15 totally

bounded set is 15c totally bounded; hence u.c.t.b. is coarser than 15c-u.c.t.b.

The entire theorem will thus (by Theorem 10) be proved if it can be shown

that e-w* is coarser than u.c.t.b. Again, since it is clear by Theorem 5 that

e-w* is a semi-linear topology it is sufficient to show each e-w* open neighbor-

hood IF of 0 contains the polar A0 oi some 15 totally bounded set A. Using

Lemma 10, if { Un], {Bn}, and {An} are as in that lemma, we set A = U"=i-4n

and show: (1) A is 15 totally bounded; (2) A°EW. To prove (1), let U be a 15

neighborhood of 0. By the monotoneity of the local base { Un} there is a

positive integer N for which n^N implies BnEUnEU^EU. Let

B = \ip<N (Bp\J{0}). In Lemma 10, Ai={o}; hence AE^n^N (Bn^JB)

EUn^JBEU+B, and A is 15 totally bounded. We now demonstrate (2). By

definition of A it is clear that ^4°C(-4n)° for each integer n, and therefore

A°r\(Un)('E(An)<'r\(Un)0EW. But then A° = A°r\X*=A(>r\\JZ=i (Un)°
= Un"=i (A°n(Un)°)EW, and the theorem is concluded.

Part 3. Fully complete spaces

8. As pointed out previously in §3, our initial interest in pseudo-com-

pleteness was aroused by the role it seemed to play in weak compactness

(e.g., see [8]). Going even further back, certain concepts and theorems of

which our pseudo-completeness and theorems relating pseudo-completeness

to completeness represent partial generalizations occupy an impressive place

in the literature. Implicit in the Banach development [3, pp. 131-132] is the

theorem: if X is a Banach space and 0 a linear functional on X* such that

K^f^S is w* closed (S is the norm closed unit sphere of X*), then K$ is w*

closed. Later, first Alaoglu [l], then Krein and Smulian [19] proved the

above theorem for arbitrary linear subspaces of X*. Somewhat after this

Katetov [15] showed that a linear normed space X is complete if and only

if each linear subspace L of X* is w* closed whenever LC\S is w* closed. It

is to Munroe [22] that we owe the term "bounded-weak*" (from which our

"equicontinuous-w*" is derived), and certain conjectural generalizations of

the above theorem are readily stated in terms of the topology e-w*. For

example, the fact that in a linear normed space X a linear subspace of X*

intersects the closed unit sphere in a w* closed set if and only if it intersects

each SES(X) in a w* closed set suggests the following generalization of the

KatStov theorem: an l.t.s. X is complete if and only if each e-w* closed linear

subspace of X* is also w* closed. This statement is false, even for locally

convex l.t.s.'s, as we show by an example following Theorem 14. We do give

an extension of the Katfitov theorem in Corollary 16.1. Note also that our

Theorem 2 gives a weakened (in one direction) version of the KatStov result

stated for arbitrary l.t.s.'s. A natural question is this: for what type l.t.s.

is the KatStov result still true? We show in Corollary 16.1 (part of this result

was shown in  [6]) that our rephrasing of the Katetov theorem holds for
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pseudo-metrisable l.t.s.'s and in Corollary 17.2 that it holds also for a certain

additional class of spaces. A complete answer is not given here. However,

the property exhibited in the KatStov, Alaoglu, and Krein-Smulian theorems

is of sufficient interest, we feel, to merit an independent study. This is the

purpose which motivates the remainder of this paper.

If X is an l.t.s., recall that X is fully complete if a linear subspace (arbi-

trary) of X* is w* closed if and only if it is e-w* closed. Note that full com-

pleteness obviously implies pseudo-completeness and also implies complete-

ness for locally convex spaces, by our Theorem 2. We shall show in Corollary

14.1 that it is, in general, stronger than both completeness and pseudo-

completeness. Preliminary to these and other results we need a lemma, which

we state as Corollary 13.2. This result is well known [7, Theorem 8; 19,

Theorem 12'] but the construction used in our proof is needed later, as well

as the corollary itself.

Theorem 13. Let Gx, G2, and H be groups (no topology is implied), with H

abelian, and let h be a homomorphism of Gx onto G2. Let 77(G,-, H) be the set of

all homomorphisms of Gi into H (i = l, 2), and let T be the subset of H(Gx, H)

consisting of all f such that KhCK/. There is then an isomorphism J of V onto

77(G2, H). When Gx, G2, and Hare topological groups and h is a continuous-open

homomorphism of Gx onto G2, let C(d, H) denote the set of all continuous homo-

morphisms of d into 77 (i = 1, 2) and let Tbe J restricted to TC\C(Gx, 77). Then

T is an algebraic isomorphism of rrs\C(G1, H) onto C(G2, H).

Proof. The proof is a well known construction and depends essentially

on the induced homomorphism theorem [9]. For the sake of later work, how-

ever, we write down / explicitly. For any element/ of H(Gx, H) we obtain by

that theorem a g in i7(G2, H) which is unique with respect to the relation:

g(h) -f. We then set 7(f) =g.
When C(d, H) is given various topologies we can discuss the continuity

properties of 7. If D, (i = 1, 2) is a family of subsets of G< such that 4, B G©,

implies there exists CGD, such that A\JBCC, we take as a base for neigh-

borhoods of 0 in the u.c. £>< topology of C(Git H) all sets of the form (D, U),

where DE'Di, U is a neighborhood of 0 in H, and (77, 17) is the set of all

FE C(d, H) for which F(D) C U. We consider two conditions on €>,■ (i = 1, 2):

(a) BE*D2 implies there exists 4Gd such that BCh(A); (b) AE'Di implies

there exists B£D2 such that h(A)EB.

The following easy corollary is stated for reference.

Corollary 13.1. As a function from [rnC(Gi, 77), u.c. Ox] to [C(G2, H),

u.c. €>2] Tis continuous if (a) holds and open if (b) holds.

The following two special cases of the previous corollary are stated as

Corollary 13.2, and result upon taking Dx and ©2 first to be each the family

of finite sets and second to be each the family of all bounded sets of Gi = X

and Gi = X/L respectively.
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Corollary 13.2. (1) Let X be an l.t.s. and Lbea closed linear subspace ofX.

Then the polar L° of L in X* and (X/L) * [X/L denotes the quotient space of

X by L ] are topologically isomorphic when each of these spaces is supplied with

its w* topology; (2) let X be an l.t.s. having the property that, for any closed

linear subspace L of X, the natural map hof X onto X/L is such that B bounded

in X/L implies there exists A bounded in X for which BEh(A). Then the

spaces L° and (X/L) * are topologically isomorphic when each is supplied with

its topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets (of X and X/L respec-

tively).

Remark. The condition on h in (2) above holds in linear normed spaces

[13]. This remark coupled with (2) above yields a result of Krein-Smulian

[19]. Part (1) of Corollary 13.2 is a classical theorem due to Dieudonne [7].

We now discuss with the aid of Corollary 13.2 (and of the function T

defined in Theorem 13) the algebra of full completeness. Some few prelimi-

naries are needed. If X and Y are l.t.s.'s and Fis a continuous linear operator

on X to Y, the adjoint operator (to F) on Y* to X* will be denoted by F*

(for gE Y* and xEX, F*g(x) =g(F(x))), and is known to be well defined and

continuous in various topologies for Y* and X*. In the following theorems

(particularly in Theorems 14 and 15) we present all the known properties of

full completeness.

Theorem 14. Let X and Y be l.t.s.'s, and let h be a linear operator which is

continous-open on X onto Y. Then X fully complete implies Y fully complete.

Proof. Let Z be an e-w* closed linear subspace of F* and let T be the iso-

morphism of T'EX* onto Y* of Theorem 13, where T'= {f:fEX* and
KhEKf}. Since h is continuous and open, Fis bicontinuous on V onto F*,

where each has its w* topology. Let TT=7U'1(Z). To prove Z is w* closed, it

suffices to prove TT is w* closed in Y*, for then Z = T(H) is w* closed. Again,

it is sufficient to prove that Hf~\ U° is w* closed for every neighborhood U oi

0 in X, and to do this it is enough to prove T(H(~\ U°) is w* closed in Y*; i.e.,

Zr\T(TT\U0) is w* closed. Let V = h(U);then V is a neighborhood of 0 in F.
If we can show that T(T'r\U°)CF°, then Zr\T(TT\W) = (ZC\V°)
r\T(T'(~\U°), where ZC\ V° is w* closed since Z is e-w* closed. But T(T'f\ U°)

is w* compact (hence closed) since U° is w* compact and Fis w* continuous.

Hence, it suffices to prove 7"(r'n U°) C F°. For this purpose, let fET'C\ U",

and let g = T(f). Then |/(x)| ^1 for all xEU, and f(x)=g(h(x)) ior every

xEX. Hence |g(y)| ^1 for every y in V = h(U); thus gEV°, and the proof

is complete.

One of the most striking properties of full completeness is that given by

the previous theorem. A particular corollary of Theorem 14 is of especial

interest since it, in conjunction with some work of Kothe, can be used to

show full completeness is stronger than completeness for locally convex

spaces. More specifically, if X is an l.t.s. and L is a linear subspace of X, then
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the quotient space X/L (supplied with the quotient topology) is fully com-

plete whenever X is fully complete. On the other hand, Kothe has shown

[18] that there exists a complete (hence pseudo-complete) locally convex

space X and a closed linear subspace L of X such that X/L is not complete.

It is thus apparent that full completeness is stronger than pseudo-complete-

ness and is also stronger than completeness in locally convex spaces. A more

direct example is obtained from the first example given following Theorem

10 of the previous section. There it is shown that there exists a complete

locally convex l.t.s. (Hausdorff) and an e-w* closed linear subspace of its

adjoint which is not w* closed; hence completeness does not imply full com-

pleteness. These results are summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 14.1. The quotient space X/L of an l.t.s. X by a linear subspace

L of X is fully complete if X is fully complete. Full completeness is stronger

than pseudo-completeness and is stronger than completeness for locally convex

spaces.

A theorem which is dual to Theorem 14 is obtained next.

Theorem 15. If his a linear continuous operator on X to Y, where X and Y

are l.t.s.'s, if h*, the adjoint operator of h, is w* open on Y* onto X*, and if Y

is fully complete, then so also is X fully complete.

Proof. Since h* is, by hypothesis, w* open on F* onto X*, it is w* con-

tinuous and open. It is then clear that there is induced a topological iso-

morphism F on (Y*/Kh', w*) onto (X*, w*) such that F(p)=h*, where p

is the natural mapping of F* onto Y*/Kn: Now, let Z be an e-w* closed

linear subspace of X* and let H be the inverse of Z under h*. The latter is

p~1(F~1(Z)). It is sufficient to show that H is e-w* closed, for then 77 isw*

closed and hence (since p is a natural map) p(i7) =F~1(Z) is w* closed. But

then F(F~1(Z)) =Z is w* closed since F is topological. We show then, if U

is an arbitrary neighborhood of 0 in F, that Hf~\ U" is w* closed. Observe that

V = h~1(U) is a neighborhood of 0 in X, and, by assumption, that ZHF0 is

w* closed. Hence h*-1(Zn>V°)=Hr\h*-1(V°) is w* closed. However,

h*-\V°)=h(V)° and thus Hr\h(V)° is w* closed. Since h(V)CU, we have

U0Ch(V)°; hence Hr\W = Hr\h(Vyr\U° = [Hnh(V)°]r\U0, and this is w*

closed. The proof is thus completed.

The next two corollaries present properties of full completeness which

have similiar completeness analogues, and are obtained by taking first F to

be an l.t.s., 7C Y a closed linear subspace to be the X of the above theorem,

and by taking the h of the theorem to be the identity function on L into F

(h* is w* onto and open by a theorem of Dieudonne [7]); secondly, by letting

£ be a linear space with two linear topologies / and 15 giving the same

adjoint and such that (£, 15) is fully complete and t is finer than 15. Here we

let (£, t), (E, 15), and the identity function on (£, t) onto (£, 15) be respec-

tively the X, Y, and h of the above theorem.
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Corollary 15.1. Let Y be a locally convex l.t.s., LEY be a closed linear

subspace, and suppose Y is fully complete. Then L is also fully complete with

respect to its relative topology.

Corollary 15.2. Let E be a linear space with t and 15 two topologies for E

which are linear and which give the same adjoint. Suppose further that (£, 15)

is fully complete and t is finer than 15. Then (£, i) is also fully complete.

We exhibit in the final two paragraphs below two classes of spaces which

are fully complete (Theorem 16 and Corollary 17.2) and indicate some types

of spaces which are not fully complete. The following theorem shows that a

pseudo-metrisable space which is pseudo-complete is also fully complete (in

fact, a stronger result is obtained), and a later theorem shows that an arbi-

trary cartesian product of reals is always fully complete.

Theorem 16. Let (X, 15) be a pseudo-metrisable l.t.s. These conditions are

then equivalent: (a) (X, 15) is pseudo-complete; (b) (X, 15) is fully complete;

and (3) a convex subset C of (X, 15)* is w* closed if and only if it is e-w* closed;

i.e., C is w* closed if and only if SES(X) implies CC\S is w* closed.

Proof. It clearly suffices to prove each e-w* closed and convex set in X*

is w* closed when X is pseudo-complete, so suppose X is pseudo-complete,

and let CEX* he any convex set which is e-w* closed. By Theorem 12, C is

15c-u.c.t.b. closed. But then, since X is pseudo-complete by hypothesis, every

15c totally bounded and closed set in X is 15c compact; the Mackey-Arens

theorem then implies that (X*, 15c-u.c.t.b.)*=X. The latter fact implies

that C is also w* closed, it being 15c-u.c.t.b. closed and convex. This concludes

the proof.

The following corollary is stated primarily to relate the above theorem to

the more familiar concept of completeness. Its proof is easily made in virtue

of the above theorem and of Theorem 2. Part (c) below is, we feel, a particu-

larly interesting characterization of completeness for locally convex pseudo-

metrisable spaces.

Corollary 16.1. When X is a locally convex and pseudo-metrisable l.t.s.

these conditions are equivalent: (a) TX" is complete; (b) X is fully complete; and

(c) a convex subset C of X* is w* closed if and only if CC\S is w* closed for every

SES(X).

Remark. The implication (a)—>(b) of the corollary was obtained, for

linear normed spaces, by Alaoglu [l] and by Krein-Smulian [19], and for

metrisable locally convex spaces by Dieudonne and Schwartz [6]. In addi-

tion, Katetov established, again for linear normed spaces, the equivalence of

(a) and (b) in [15]. Finally, Ptak has quite recently in [24] duplicated some

of our results concerning pseudo-completeness and full completeness. For

example, he has proved (for locally convex spaces) our Lemma 2 (actually,

only (l)<->(3) of that lemma), Theorem 2, and (a)<-»(b) of Theorem 16 for
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metrisable spaces. In addition, he has obtained this characterization of fully

complete spaces: a locally convex space X is fully complete if and only if every

linear continuous operator of X onto a locally convex space which takes open

sets into somewhere dense sets is already open. Ptak does not exhibit any

of the other properties of full completeness; nor does he touch upon any of

our results concerning the topology e-w*.

The corollary above can be used to show that full completeness is not

preserved under the operation of taking arbitrary cartesian products. In

fact, let X be any locally convex Hausdorff l.t.s. which is complete but not

fully complete (such spaces exist by our examples following Theorem 14). As

is well known [21, Proposition 2.7] X is topologically isomorphic with a

closed linear subspace of a cartesian product P Xa, where each Xa is a Banach

space. If P Xa were fully complete (here each Xa is fully complete by Corol-

lary 16.1) so also would L be fully complete by Theorem 14 and Corollary

15.1, contradicting the fact that L is not fully complete (2).

A rather curious property of full completeness, in virtue of the preceding

example, can be stated concerning arbitrary cartesian products P Xa, where

each Xa is a copy of the real numbers. Such spaces I = PI, (P Xa has its

cartesian product topology) have been labeled entire spaces by Kaplan [14].

The theorem that such spaces are always fully complete will be drawn as a

corollary (Corollary 17.2) of the following theorem.

Theorem 17. Let X be an l.t.s. such that X* is total for X, and let £ be the

space (X*, w*). Then, every linear subspace L of £* is e-w* closed; i.e., LC^S

is weakly closed in X for every SES(E).

Proof. Here we regard X as the adjoint of £ and observe that SES(E)

if and only if SEX is weakly closed, convex, symmetric, and equicontinuous

on £ = (X*, w*); it follows easily that S(E) is the family of all weakly closed

convex and symmetric hulls of finite sets of X. Since this is so and since the

weak topology of X is Hausdorff, then each SES(E) is contained in the linear

subspace L(M) spanned by some finite set M (each such finite subspace

being weakly closed [29]). But then if L is a linear subspace of £* and

SES(E), we have LnS = Lr\(SC\L(M)) =LC\L(M)r\S, where LC\L(M)
and 5 are weakly closed; hence LC\S is weakly closed.

Corollary 17.1. Let X be an l.t.s. such that X* is total for X and let

E = (X*, w*). Then, in E,full completeness and pseudo-completeness are equiv-

alent, each being equivalent to the condition: every linear subspace of X is weakly

closed.

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to show that pseudo-completeness implies the

condition. By the theorem and the assumption of pseudo-completeness, every

(') This example was suggested to the author by E. Michael.
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maximal proper linear subspace of X is weakly closed. But then, so is every

linear subspace of X, since any linear subspace can be written as an inter-

section of maximal proper linear subspaces.

Remark. The duals of Theorem 17 and Corollary 17.1 (obtained by inter-

changing X* and X, w* and weak) are also valid, and yield the statement: if

X is an l.t.s. and E = (X, weak), then in £* every linear subspace is e-w*

closed; i.e., LEX* a linear subspace implies LC\S is w* closed for every

SES(E). In particular, in £ pseudo-completeness and full completeness are

equivalent, each being equivalent to the condition: every linear subspace of

E*=X* is w* closed.

Corollary 17.2. Let £ be an arbitrary cartesian product of copies of the

real numbers, supplied with the cartesian product topology. Then £ is fully com-

plete.

Proof. It is known [14] that the topology of £ is its weak topology. Since

E is complete, it is also pseudo-complete by Theorem 2. But then the remark

preceding the corollary shows that £ is then fully complete.

Direct (topological) sums of fully complete spaces are not fully complete,

as can be seen by the following example. If {Xa:aEA} is a family of locally

convex l.t.s.'s, we take as a local base for the weak product of the Xa's all

convex and symmetric subsets IF such that WC\Xa is a neighborhood of 0 in

Xa ior every aEA (here Xa is identified with its natural image in the weak

product space). The weak product with this topology is denoted by YaGA Xa

and is known to be a locally convex l.t.s. [4]. Now, let B he any infinite-

dimensional Banach space and let y he the finest locally convex linear topol-

ogy for B. It is known that (B, y) is nothing more than Y"&^ Xa, where A

is a Hamel base for B and each Xa is a copy of the reals. However, we have

already seen in the example preceding Corollary 14.1 that (B, y) is not fully

complete, although each Xa is fully complete by Corollary 16.1.
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